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Making the places:

Developing small communi�es, each built around specific 
interests or a set ac�vity, would allow each community’s 
inhabitants to be more engaged in their immediate area of 
exper�se. Housing in each community would be primarily made 
up of movable floa�ng structures which could also serve as 
places for work and small-scale cra� produc�on. The connec�on 
with the water in these communi�es would allow for 
connec�on, movement and the exchange of ideas and goods 
between these hubs. Living as part of this nomadic system 
would give inhabitants the freedom to choose their own context 
and surrounding based on their interests, needs and evolving 
circumstances.

Finding suitable places connected
to the water-system.

Amusement hub Dairy hub Commercial hub

Agriculture hub

Aquaculture hub

Energy hub

Nature hub

Growth Strategy

Aquapuncture System

Analysing the character and
strength.

Engage in placemaking and
communal growth

Connec�ng different communi�es
by movement along the water

Team Members:
Zhihao Han, Nicholas Hartman, Egil Ljungkvist, Hana Shibu, Katarzyna Starczewska 

By removing the dikes on the north-eastern part of Hege-
warren we transform the landscape. By flooding the old 
farming fields nature can freely reclaim the open areas. 
The rich wildlife can spread into the less regulated areas of 
Hegewarren where humans and nature meet. The western 
most part of Hegewarren will be turned into a hub for boat 
travel in the region. This will be the jumping off point for 
tourists and residents alike that want a more relaxing, slow-

paced way of life. From the old farms we only keep the foun-
dations. These will be like small islands connected by wooden 
bridges and pathways. As most of the farmland is below the 
local water level it will for the most part be flooded, allowing 
boats to travel freely in the area.

Transformed farmed keeping old foundation

Plantlife

New rural communities in nature

HEGEWARREN

HARVEST
It is harvested twice a 
year and within 24 
hours of harvest the 
process of making it 
into a building- 
material must start. 

GROWING
The Eelgrass grows 
during the spring and 
autumn. 

WASHING
The Eelgrass is 
cleaned and washed 
to take away sand, 
parasites and algae to 
prevent it from rotting. 

DRYING
It is then placed in a 
ventilated shed where 
it dries over the course 
of two weeks to two 
months. 

PRESSING
The cleaned and dried 
Eelgrass is then 
pressed into the shape 
needed. Either for 
insulation, wall 
cladding or for roof 
structure.  

A NEW STYLE

Our proposal aims to densify the land, doubling the number of farms as a result of the low area needed by the 
fast-growing waterweed crops.  The existing road through the site will be removed, and the dykes will slowly 
decay as the water takes over the land. New infrastructure including transport canals, a walking path, private 
canals and a parking lot will be introduced to the site, creating adequate facilities for the the visitors and residents 
of the area.  A village to the west of the site will house a community store and laboratory, a biogas facility, a food 
production warehouse and a building materials warehouse which can be utilised by all of the farmers, along with 
students, scientists, architects and the general public.  This village aims to attract visitors from Holland and abroad, 
drawing people out of the city and into the countryside. 

This proposal aims to connect the future Hegewarren  site to the Water Campus at Leeuwarden by creating 
testing facilities in the village, along with council owned test beds of water weeds for research and exploration.  
The architectural style relayed throughout the Hegewarren area uses materials which are sourced and processed 
onsite. Eelgrass can be used to create building materials such as insulation, along with internal and external 
cladding. The processing facility for building materials will be used by scientists and architects to design, test and 
manufacture future building materials out of the eelgrass which has has a negative carbon footprint, proving to 
be environmentally sustainable.   Once these materials have been tried and tested in the Hegewarren area, they 
can be distributed to Leeuwarden and surrounding villages and will form a new distinct architectural style in the 
region. 

CREATING A NEW IMAGE OF THE FRIESLAND AREA

New Housing Areas

New housing areas in both Hege Warren and De 
Burd. We estimate that the areas will accommodate 
between 150 000 and 200 000 sqm of housing. South 
of the protected area of De Burd housing is planned 
as an extension of the city of Grou and linked 
to Hege Warren by ferry boat. The area is to be 
comprised of mid to high density housing typologies 
e.g. multi family homes, apartment buildings and 
row houses. Development on Hege Warren will be 
designed as a car free community  comprised of 
lower density housing arranged in five “villages” 
along a central spine road featuring a wide variety 
of housing styles, e.g. row houses, stilt houses and 
micro homes.

The new areas will result in a clear connection both 
on land and in water between Grou, De Burd, Hege 
Warren and the area of Alde Feanen National Park. 
In addition, the harbour area for Grou will become 
a more robust city center through established blue 
connections to Leeuwarden, Hege Warren and 
Draachten.

Hege Warren

A system of floating islands was chosen for delicate 
integration of photovoltaic panels, which allowed 
to preserve the individuality of the environment. 
Floating islands surrounding the perimeter of the 
construction of photovoltaic panels mimic natural 
wetlands and provide a habitat for the growth of 
biofilms (the habitat of microscopic bacteria), which 
perform valuable work in water purification. The 
design allows the growth of wetland and terrestrial 
plants, providing a greater variety of plant species to 
perform important water treatment work.

The environmental impact will be softened by 
incorporating vegetation and public utility in the 
form of communal gardens where neighbors will 
have the opportunity to garden and cultivate 
seasonal crops.

The projected area can accommodate at least 
40,000 PV panels, which corresponds to providing 
electricity to more than 2500 houses. The water area 
between the floating solar islands will be an area for 
recreational boats and small vessel connections.

Floating solar islands

Shifting landscape

The land is pushed, taking peat, then sand 
from the lowest part to the higher areas. The 
higher areas will be formed around the existing 

farms, creating new terps for settlement.
Parts of the dike is broken, removing the need 
for pumping in the polder. The fields south 
of the road is flooded, creating a new body 
of water through Hege Warren. The entire 
northern part of the old polder is absorbed 
into the Alde Feanen National Park.

Design proposals for the transition  of Spoordok
and Hegewarren (Leeuwarden/Fryslân) towards future 

social and spacial qualities

 Lund University - Sweden
februari 2020

Lines 
to the landscape
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It becomes more and more neccesary to con-
nect the rural countryside to the urbanised area’s  
around. In Fryslân a relatively low densifi ed part of 
the Netherlands, the 11 cities have always been well 
connected to the surrounding landscape but this 
system is under pressure due to new treansitions 
in both the countryside and the urban area’s. The 
challenge is to connect these diff erent systems 
and fi nd new ways to synthesize them in times 
where we are in need of new energy-sources, new 
ways of living and other ways of transportation. In 
Fryslân, land behind the dike, people have always 
delth with the presence of water and now with the 
climate changes ahead, this creates the overall 
challenge of dealing with it in creative ways, using 
the water for transportation, fl oating villages and 
innovative agricultural landscaping.
Between the old polder ’Hegewarren’ and the 

’Spoordok’ in the centre of Leeuwarden we will 
draw a ’fi rst line to the landscape’ in a series of 
coming ’expeditions’ in the area. Working si-
multeniously on both the tasks in the countryside 
and the in the city centre, we will search for con-
cepts that includes both worlds, both in fysical and 
physical ways. Together the expeditions will create 
content for the development of what we call the 
’Blue Delta’, where water in all its presence con-
ceptualises a ’fl uid world’ of countryside metrop-
olis.

Alex van de Beld
March 9th 2020

INTRODUCTION

Lines to the landscape, 
in search for a rural urbanism

panorama2028
Foto left page: image of the “Blue Delta” and sketch lines to 
the landscape Leeuwarden - Hegewarren [NOON]
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We start our expedition at the Spoordok-area, 
next to the central station, in the capital of Frys-
lân; Leeuwarden. This area will undergo large 
transformations in the future. On the one hand 
the city needs to give space to more housing 
in a higher density, on the other hand the first 
concepts provide a more open relation to the 
surroundings towards the south, where the 
landscape does no longer stop at the boun-
deries of the city, but can continue inwards, as 
being a window towards the city. The challenge 
is how to find new concepts and places where 
this idea could create an initial ‘sense of place’ 
in the city, that can in time evolve in a kind of 
‘slow urbanism’.

In 4 different areas we will create different prototy-
pes of  ‘unknown living’, where people do not only 
live in the city, but simulteniously in the landscape. 
At the same time the area could undergo initial 
and temporal use by cultural place making, both in 
existing buildings and in outdoor area’s.

Spoordok 

map

Spacial relation between the two study areas  
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1: Impression possible development for temporary landscapes (NOON)

2-4: photos of the Spoordok-area which shows the detoriation of this 
area in the nearby of the city centre and railway station of Leeuwarden
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We end the expedition in the Hegewarren a 
polder (400 ha.) close to Leeuwarden where 
farming will disappear  because of high costs 
of watermanagement and sinking grounds. 
It would be more practical to let the water in 
again between the low dikes that surrounds 
the polder and create a combination of new 
programme’s.

An area of 36000 m2, roughly the area of 
the dissapearing farms, could be used for 
new ways of living, but there is also a need 
for new ways of energy-production such as 
solarscapes (approx. 200 ha.) and new ways 
for production land (new farming concepts) or 

other land-use forms.
The area is well connected to the recreational 
landscape of the Alde Feanen, which means it 
could support a recreational function too. 
All these new functions should be considered in a 
circular concept  where small houses  and ways of 
transport benefi t from the presence of waterways  
and nature and the other way around. How can we 
imagine new landscapes where production and 
recreation is in close approximity to the cities?

Hegewarren 
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1: The existing polderstructure of the Hegewarren 2: Reedland of the 
Natura 2000 area  “Alde Feanen”  3: Main road and adjacent farm 4: 
Polderdike and meadowland of the Hegewarren 5: designprogramm for 
the Hegewarren
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Results from the design expedition
Lunds university 2020

The next pages show the design results of the expedition. Each group has made a spread 

of 4 pages in which there results and solutions are presented.

Group 1   Re-thinking densifi cation - Victoria Restrepo, Valentina Rapuano, 
  David Rindler, Parto Jahangiri 

Group 2   Aquatuin – Viktor Borg, Anna Ridder, Jihyun Lee, 
  Soojin Yoon, Arvin Nadimi 

Group 3   Soft City – Lina Blomqvist, Tyra Blichfeldt, Line Rydén, 
  Therese Skevik, Josefi na Widerström 

Group 4   The line - Oli Geir Kristjansson, Martin Blivik, 
  Karola Schæ fermeier, Jenny Lindberg, Matt Bryan 

Group 5   Aquapuncture – Nicholas Hartman, Zhihao Han, 
  Katarzyna Starczewska, Hana Shibu, Egil Ljungkvist 

Group 6   The New Countryside – Linnea Lujak, Jelena Delic, 
  Stephanie Harudd, Amanda Kaplan 

Group 7   Counterpoint – Erik Odqvist, Johan Gullers, Minda Son, 
  Viktör Högberg, Yuchen Liu 

Group 8   Submerge – Nina Allberg, Kate Heywood, Sacha Clark, Marjorie Yeo 

Group 9   Blue Urban Landscapes - Anastasiia Berg, Brendan Cooney,      
  Daniel Rosengren, Simon Myklebust Sivertsen, Tobias Lundström 

Group 10   Nourish To Flourish – Catalina Vazquez, Felix Dokonal, 
  Linnea  Olsson, Minh Do Quang 

Folding instruction design results
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Impression of the field 
visits, the expert meetings 
and the design market at 
Leeuwarden during the visit 
of the Lund students (2-6 
december 2019) and the 
final presentation - 
attended by the project-
team - at Lund University 
(14-15 january 2020)
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Findings and conclusions of the projectteam

The connection of Spoordok over the railwaytrack relates a series of spaces and existing buildings creating an interesting 
and lively “line”. As a result, Spoordok is suddenly located in the “center” (The Line). This is made accessible by a “cultural 
place making” consisting of cultural programs in and around 4 existing buildings. The line connects the city center via the 
Spoordok to the landscape towards Hegewarren, creating a first step in the future development of the area.

The transformation of Hegewarren provides a completely detailed strategy and architecture for a new form of “underwater 
farming”, where eelgrass forms new food but also a new local building material. Research facilities and a visitors centre are 
planned in the area . Submerge is a proposal that includes a connection with Spoordok and Leeuwarden (water campus) 
through research and marketing of food products in the form of a floating food market.

Blue Urban landscapes: “Reversing” the physical approach of Hegewarren from the existing road from the east, by linking 
Hegewarren to the development of Grou. An interesting living climate is presented in the landscape from the perspective 
of the water town of Grou , in which living, recreation, energy production and nature development are convincingly com-
bined around a new water space. By intensifying water as a transport medium the proposal creates a clear statement for a 
future typology of buildings in the city.

The introduction of a toolbox with ‘soft’ green/blue building blocks, which makes the area of Spoordok a kind of garden 
city after ‘Swedish model’, with a ‘common space’ inspired by the allemanrätt (Soft City) and a convincing impetus for a 
urban manual, with on the one hand a clear vision but on the other hand leaving enough room for a more flexible elabora-
tion.

By involving the development of Spoordok in the larger network of green/blue veins and areas in the city (Prinsentuin/Pot-
marge), a public water zone will be created along the Spoordok. A spatial staging provides for clear zoning of a high densi-
ty along the redirected access to the station into a public and hospitable water park (Aqua-tuin). The plan builds further on 
the landscape lines that are already present in the city.

Rethinking densification is a strategy which developed to be applied both in the city and in the countryside. It is based on 
a layered structure consisting of cultural connections and communities in the landscape. It  demonstrates how in a sub-
stantive analogy with the SDG’s (Sustainable Development Goals) spatial quality can be integrated with social and econo-
mic factors.

Aquapuncture is an approach to claim the water in all its possibilities by various users as a living space for working and  
dwelling. Water as a crucial part of the landscape becomes the connector between city and countryside presented as 
multiple lines into the landscape. through a strategy of activating the use of water by being punctured in strategic places it 
becomes a ‘living landscape’  on which people live in the future. Hegewarren turns into a test-site  and a laboratory for the 
acceleration of experiments for a ‘flowing future’.

In Nourish to flourish a new agricultural use is created as an accelerator for the transformation of the future landscape. 
Hegewarren becomes a kind of urban nursery in order to create a circular system where cities are depending on the 
surrounding countryside for health, food and wellbeing of their inhabitants. The proposal uses the aspect of time to grow 
qualities within the city while it makes a contribution to the experience of Spoordok and create an educational layer in the 
very interesting  well concept for seaweed farming in the Hegewarren.

In Counterpoint the relation between city and countryside is not so clearly developed. The approach for Spoordok is one 
that takes the existing situation as a quality by adding new layers, both in scale and use to the city . The attempt is to visua-
lize a more organic transformation of this industrial part of the city. The location in  Hegewarren is as a counterpoint to this , 
designed as a new masterplan for floating communities, where living and agriculture can be combined in high density.

 The new countryside is based on a radical transformation of the landscape due to the changing waterlevel. It creates the 
opportunity to innovative food production through floating farming. The flexible modules which are based on the know-
ledge tested in Wageningen University, creates a floating  archipelago of small communities that inhabit the landscape. 
A green tower serves as a representative function within the city of Leeuwarden, where people can buy the harvest of the 
new countryside. 
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“Lines to the landscape” is part of the upcoming programme for Panorama 2028. 
The pilot expedition between Leeuwarden and Hegewarren is a collaboration between Lund University,
the city of Leeuwarden and the province of Fryslân. 

We thank the Govermental members and their experts for their inspiring contribution
in the designweek in Leeuwarden from dec 2-6 2019. 

Hein de Haan Alderman of the city of Leeuwarden
Douwe Hoogland Deputy of province of Fryslân
Harmen de Haas Head city development city of Leeuwarden
Allan Laws Energy expert city of Leeuwarden
Wieger Postma Expert city development city of Leeuwarden
Klaas Sietse Spoe lstra Stategic developer city of Leeuwarden
Gerike Ritsema Projectleader city development of Leeuwarden 
Remco Deelstra Expert living and housing city of Leeuwarden
Wibo Drenth Ecologic expert province of Fryslân
Johan Medenblik Hydrologic expert province of Fryslân
Monique Pruijt Recreational expert province of Fryslân
Eric Voigt Senior teacher Frisian Design Factory 

Projectteam: (present at  fi nal presentations and feed backsessions  in Lund Jan 14-15 2020) 

Alex van de Beld Leading Teacher en programme maker ‘Lines to the landscape’     
 Advanced architectural design (AAD)Lund University
Christer Malmstrom  Professor responsable
 Studio AAD architecture  depart. of Lund University
Jurjen van der Weg Strategic advisor city of Leeuwarden,
 programme defenition province of Fryslân. 
Stephan Smeijers Landscape architect province of Fryslân, programme defenition Hegewarren 
Renske Keijzer Projectmanager Spoordok Leeuwarden, programme defenition Spoordok 
Daan Hendriks Projectmanager Hegewarren, Programme defenition Hegewarren 
Wybren Jorritsma Projectmanager Fryslân, Manager spatial quality
Janneke Stuive Organisation and production, Studio Panda
Jesus Mateo   Teacher Architecture Lund lth 
Andreea Marceoo   Teacher Architecture Lund lth


